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Introduction
Filtering out the garbage and skimming the best of the rest off the top of the pile, ExtremeNetwork
offers the cream of the crop in non-exclusive content.

Adult Review
If this were a stand-alone site it would be a pretty good one. The site is upfront about what it offers and that says a lot in this
day and age where a lot of its competition claims to provide exclusive content when they in fact do not. However,
ExtremeGirlNetwork is just one of a whole group of sites that are all included for the same single membership price... and
that makes it one of the best bangs for your buck in the business.
  
  Cherrypicking only the most hardcore clips from the filthiest film series available, EGN offers picture sets and video
formats that are sure to dazzle dial-up friendly and broadband users alike. The clarity of clips at 720x480 is breathtaking.
  
  Just about every top of the line starlet in the industry today is represented in what seems like a whore's hall of fame. Like
pro-wrestlers these women take on groups, foreign objects, each other... this is true no holds (and no holes) barred content.
  
  If ever you were looking for some new tricks to try with the lady in your life, and assuming you aren't affraid of getting
slapped, this site is full of material that you can use for ideas.
  
  If however you definitely want to get slapped then we suggest you check out all of the Extreme sister sites included with
your membership and ask your female friend to try doing some of the tricks Holly and Alex perform for your pleasure.

Porn Summary
Like a whore hall of fame ExtremeGirlNetwork enshrines one filthy piece of fuckmeat after another for your viewing
pleasure.

Review Rating
The Tongue says 'Disgusting..... in a good way!'
Quality: 90  Updates: 90 Exclusive: 0 Interface: 90
Support: 100 Unique: 75    Taste: 85        Final: 81

Porn Sites Included
Extreme Sophia (92) ,Spit Swappers (92) ,Blowjob Races (87) ,ExtremeAlex (86) ,SexySoloSluts (84) ,Extreme Holly (82) ,
Blowjob Races (76) ,CumChallenge (70) 

Porn Niches
Ass to Mouth, Big Cocks, Extreme, Felching, Hardcore, PornStars, SexToys

Porn Site Review
Subscription: $29.86 Preview: 2 Days for $5.86 Billing Options: Credit Card, Online

Payment, Pay By Phone
Video & Picture: Daily Download: Unlimited DRM: Not Used
Dial-Up: Optimized Pictures: Up To 1000 Videos: -1
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